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II: Executive Summary 

Name of Product: Sherpa Trail Cart 

Product Owner: Louis Schwartz 

Concept Description: The biggest disadvantage with backpack camping is having to leave gear 
behind because you simply cannot carry it all. The concept idea is an electric pushcart that 
allows users to take all the camping items desired. The more items users can take the more 
comfortable their camping experience becomes. The benefit of an electric pushcart is the ability 
to go further and camp more comfortably. Customers can expect to do their hiking, build 
memories and hike further than previously before without the hurt of carrying heavy bags. 

Opportunity: According to Kampgrounds of America (KOA), providing comfort for kids or 
unexperienced campers is essential for a successful trip. The Sherpa Trail Cart allows users to 
bring previously left behind comforts that would not have fit on the users back. Carrying 
firewood, camping gear, and kids camping gear can be incredibly cumbersome and can be very 
time consuming if it is completed on the users back. Another study that was conducted by KOA 
concluded 46% of all leisure travelers’ view camping as the safest way to vacation during the 
current pandemic; by developing a device that allows users the ability to bring the comforts of 
home on a backpack camping trip will only increase peoples’ willingness to backpack camp. 
Lastly, according to KOA research, one of the biggest concerns with camping is gear being too 
heavy to haul to the campsite, which is easily avoided by using the Sherpa Trail Cart. 

Innovative Solution: The Sherpa Trail Cart is an electric pushcart that is aluminum-framed 
designed to be applied to camping trails and can carry up to 300 pounds of camping gear. 
Something that makes this cart unique is the ability to collapse the cart, which allows for easy 
storage in the trunk of a car. The pushcart uses electric assist, which allows users to push the cart 
and not feel any of the resistance of the items in the cart. The user simply needs to insert a key 
into the key slot located near the indicated battery compartment. Once inserted the user will turn 
the key to engage which allows the user to use the push assist function of the cart. At this point, 
the cart is ready to use. To activate the camping electric push assist, the user needs to hold onto 
the handle of the cart which built in sensors on the handle will recognize the grip of the user. 
Once completed the user can hike along happily while the Sherpa Trail Cart does all the heavy 
pushing. The cart takes one lithium ion battery that lasts 8 hours per charge. If the user is going 
up a hill there is a lever that can be engaged which locks the wheels if the cart starts slipping 
backwards to avoid all injuries. The cart allows users to bring more gear and other comforts 
backpack camping. In turn, the user can camp for longer, further from the trailhead, and overall 
have a better camping experience. Families understand that during any trip or excursion the 
parents have to carry everything due to the kids not being able to carry the gear themselves. The 
Sherpa Trail Cart does all the heavy lifting of these items for families to create a more desirable 
camping experience. The Sherpa Trail Cart also saves an abundance of time due to the user not 
having to stop as often to take a break from carrying all of the heavy gear. This cart also provides 
users that have a bad back, knee, or physical disability to seek adventure and provides them a 
way to go backpack camping as well. Campers generally pay the extra dollar for a competitive 
advantage, which this cart delivers on. 

Value Proposition: Currently users have to either use a push or pull cart that they have to 
physical push or pull which applies resistance and tires out users once they come to their final 



 

 

destination. In addition, users buy lots of expensive gear that packs down in size and they carry 
all their gear on their back or in their hands. By carrying the items on their backs, users miss out 
on bringing several items that would have made for a better or more memorable camping 
experience. The initial users that are anticipated to use The Sherpa Trail Cart are families, people 
with physical disabilities, camping outfitters, state park systems and REI. Camping outfitters, 
state park systems and REI would be able to rent the Sherpa Trail Cart out to their consumers, 
which after several uses the cart would be paid off and these customers would make profit on 
renting. The consumer would be able to purchase The Sherpa Trail Cart online at amazon.com or 
at any REI retailer.  

Competitive Advantage: Even though this is not a direct competitor the concept is very similar 
to the battery operated golf cart. The only direct competitor to my electric pushcart is non-
electric pushcarts. All terrain non-electric pushcarts can go for $100-$300, which is $700-$900 
cheaper than The Sherpa Trail Cart. Non-electric pushcarts are not able to go everywhere and are 
limited to the strength of the user pushing the cart. The user must consider the weight of the 
items that are in the pushcart when they are camping. With the Sherpa Trail Cart, users can push 
with ease because the electric push assist loosens any resistance the users will have on pushing 
the cart. The biggest hurdle the customer must overcome is the hefty price tag that is associate 
with The Sherpa Trail Cart. Since the cart is battery operated, the cart also has one outlet and one 
USB plug port where users can plug in a phone, an air mattress, a laptop, or any kids’ 
rechargeable toys. This allows users to stay connected even when off the grid or entertaining 
their kids. 

Entrepreneurial Team: The team that will be assembled, will consist of several individuals. An 
engineer will be required to develop a lightweight high-efficiency motor that will be durable 
when going through tough terrain. A welder will be required to put together the carts exterior to 
ensure the weight to strength balance is maximized. An angel investor is needed to get the 
project off the ground and provide capital to warehouse where The Sherpa Trail Cart is created 
and manufactured. A marketer would be needed as well to best deliver a campaign to gather 
interest with the consumer and customer base. Lastly, skilled laborers would be needed to 
assemble the Sherpa Trail Cart once the prototype has been assembled. 

Financial Highlights and/or MBV Outcomes: The product is currently in the concept 
development stage. A prototype drawing design has been created, which the company outsourced 
a mechanical engineer to complete the prototype drawing. The product will be manufactured 
elsewhere to cut down on labor costs. The Sherpa trail cart will retail for $100 to customers and 
consumers. The cost to build one Sherpa Trail Cart is $600, which means a $400 margin on 
every sale. The target sales goal is to achieve $1 million in revenue and that will take 1000 units 
to be sold. That will leave the company $400,000 in PBO. The company will need $400,000 in 
investment funding in order to produce 1000 units. In order to make the sales target of $1 
million, roughly 83 Sherpa Trail Carts need to be sold on a monthly basis. For Sherpa Trail Carts 
to be a viable business venture 83 Sherpa Trail Carts at minimum have to be sold on a monthly 
basis. After piecing everything together the product should be ready to launch within 18 months’ 
time. 

 

 



 

 

III. Consumer Problem 

 

Sherpa Trail Cart (Consumer Concept) 

A camping device that takes your typical camping trip into a glamping adventure. This cart does 
the heavy lifting, so you do not have to.  

With camping being referred to as the safest way to vacation according to surveyors of 
Kamgrounds of America (KOA), the camping world needs a product that provides users with a 
more comfortable camping experience. The camping world now has that item with The Sherpa 
Trail Cart. The Sherpa Trail Cart allows users the ability to backpack camp without the pain of 
carrying all the heavy items recommended to enlighten the adventure. Sherpa Trail Cart is an 
electronic collapsible cart that can hold up to 300 pounds of gear to maximize any camping 

experience. Sherpa Trail Cart can collapse down to fit into midsize sedan trunks to allow users to 
fit all the rest of their camping gear. 

Sherpa Trail Cart exterior is made out of aluminum alloy, which make the Sherpa Trail Cart 
lightweight and durable. Sherpa Trail Cart uses a lithium ion battery, which can last up to 8 

hours per charge. Electronically assisting users to hike to any campsite they desire. Each wheel 
has their own independent shock absorber to allow free range of motion to get over rocks, 

boulders, and logs that might be in the middle of the hiking trail. 

Simply put the cart in the upright position and pull each corner of the cart to lock in place. Fill 
the cart with all the gear, firewood and food you desire to take on your camping trip. Put the key 
into the ignition and turn to the “ON” position. Then all you need to do is start walking and the 

cart will assist you as you are walking, no matter what might lay on the trail ahead. 

Sherpa Trail Cart can be found at your local REI retailer or online at amazon.com. 

Sherpa Trail Cart: $1000 + Tax 

 

The Sherpa Trail Cart was created because of the desire to make the camping experience more 

comfortable and relaxing. Currently when families are backpack camping or simply camping 

away from their car, they have to haul a lot of items. The hauling of items tends to fall on either 

the mother or father or on both. By not using the Sherpa Trail Cart families are generally 

exhausted when they eventually get to the site. In addition, they are not able to bring the food 

they want because they have to pack down on the amount of items they bring. Lastly, they are 

restricted on the amount of firewood they bring as well because they are limited to what they can 

carry in their hands and if they want more firewood, they have to walk back and forth from the 

trailhead which can be a time suck. The whole point of families camping is to spend more time 

with each other not hauling more wood. Currently families are restricted to what they carry on 

their backs or using a push/pull cart, which is still an exhausting process. 

The target lead consumer is families and physically limited individuals. The target customer is 

camping outfitters, state park systems and REI. The target customer would be able to purchase 



 

 

the cart and rent the cart out to consumers. The customer would pay off the initial cost of 

purchasing the product in no time and they would make a profit in renting the cart. The 

difference between the consumer and customer is the consumer would purchase the product and 

use the product where the customer would purchase the product and rent it out to consumers.  

 

 

 

Personas: 

Geoff (He/Him/His) 

Personal Background: 

Geoff is a career professional and is in his late thirties. He is physically fit for the most part and 

loves going on adventures. Geoff has a wife Linda, two children and a dog named Charlie. Geoff 

is outgoing but when it comes to trips with the family, he likes to spend lots of personal time 

with them. When Geoff goes on a trip he likes to get away from big groups of people, especially 

during the time of COVID-19. Geoff is characterized as a seeker/detective as it pertains to his 

archetype. He always wants the latest and greatest gadgets that give him the edge in any 

situation. He is somewhat of a Gearhead of sorts. He does extensive research on products to 

ensure he is buying the correct equipment. 

Career Background: 

Geoff is a general contractor and is constantly on the move. Geoff is a successful contractor and 

he actually owns his own business. Since Geoff owns his own business, he likes to make the 

most out of every trip due to the little vacation time he is afforded. 

Lifestyle: 

Geoff and his family love the great outdoors. There is no place his family would rather be than 

hiking and camping. When Geoff camps he enjoys getting away from everybody and he enjoys 

solitude. Since Geoff thoroughly enjoys solitude he only goes backpack camping. He likes to get 

off the grid and really immerse himself into nature. Since Geoff is a gearhead he has every 

gadget to maximize the camping experience. Geoff’s favorite mode of camping structure is in a 

tent. He is able to enjoy a full array of noise from nature. 

Personal Care and Pain Points: 

Since Geoff likes to make the most out of his camping experience, he likes to take extensive days 

on each trip. Geoff finds himself making multiple trips from the car to the campsite because 

Geoff and his family like to have more luxuries while camping. This takes a lot of time going 

back and forth from the car to the campsite. This really tires out Geoff and he is not able to fully 

maximize his camping experience. Also, due to Geoff being a parent he ends up having to carry 

almost all the gear. As a result, the first day of camping for Geoff is spent hauling all of the gear 



 

 

to the campsite, which is a huge waste of a day of vacation. Where does he go for information? 

Geoff discovers most of his information through online sources and word of mouth of friends. 

Geoff Favorite Gearhead Websites: 

● Wired.com 

● Hiking.com 

● Rei.com 

● Fieldandstream.com 

● Esquire.com 

● gearjunkie.com 

Sherpa Trail Cart: The Sherpa Trail Cart would provide Geoff the benefit of backpacking 

without taking multiple trips to the cart. It would allow Geoff and people like Geoff to bring a 

wide range of gear without leaving things behind. 



 

 

 



 

 

IV. Product Problem 

Sherpa Trail Cart enables the user to take more items camping and the ability to camp further 

down trail. All campers alike will now be able to feel the true adventure of getting off the grid 

without straining their backs or any of their joints for that matter. There is no other cart on the 

market that electronically assists the user to the campsite they desire. Sherpa Trail Cart provides 

a long-lasting lithium-ion rechargeable battery that is designed to assist the user for up to 8 hours 

of use. The current cart is not electronic, and the user feels the strain of either pushing or pulling 

the cart to the users desired campsite. With pulling or pushing a manually operated cart the user 

can get tired and feel exhausted by the time the user arrives at the campsite. When you are 

exhausted and out of breath the last thing you are going to want to do is setup camp. If the 

pandemic has taught us one thing it is that it’s great to get away from large groups of people and 
Sherpa Trail Cart allows you to as far as you would like to camp in peaceful solitude. 

Currently the Sherpa Trail Cart is in the concept stage but moving towards the prototype stage of 

development. The Sherpa Trail Cart has already been designed in Solidworks and 3D printed 

files have been created to generate a 3D printed rendering. This version was decided on because 

it optimized the comfort of hiking along with a cart and maximized the amount of gear, firewood 

and food items that can be held. The most current rendering will provide users with the ability to 

take all of their desired items camping without sacrificing or leaving anything behind. The 

Sherpa Trail Cart structurally sound exterior and long lasting battery provides the consumer with 

a joyous experience of getting outdoors without leaving the comforts of the indoors. Families 

will not have to carry each other’s bags if they get tired because the bags will be in the cart. Also, 
for people who are older and have achy joints they will be able to get their exercise without 

hurting their backs and ruining their camping experience. The cart will be 5’ Long x 3’ High (4’ 
high including handle) x 2 ½’ Wide and will be in a rectangular form. Typical trail width is 

between 5-8 feet, which the Sherpa Trail Cart would only take up half of the trail in the smallest 

of trails. The hand sensors on the handle of the cart make the Sherpa Trail Cart unique, allowing 

the cart to lock in place if rolling backwards. The independent wheel shock absorbers are unique 

as well, which can maneuver over rocks, boulders and uneven trails. 

 The product development risk the Sherpa Trail Cart faces is being able to mass produce such a 

complex product quickly without a created prototype. Since the Sherpa Trail Cart is only in the 

concept stage it is unclear how long it will take to build one unit. Once the first unit is created, a 

better understanding of how quickly production will take will be answered. It will be difficult to 

give shareholders a definitive answer on how many products can be produced in a year until the 

first unit is completed. Another product issue is the initial wheels that are on the presented 

diagram. These are just a visual representation and are not the wheels and tires that will be used 

for the real-life prototype. In the prototype the wheels will be larger and durable. 

 

 

 



 

 

Features and Benefits:

Feature:      

1. Shock absorbers 

2. Tray/cup holders 

3. Hand sensors on cart handle  

4. Outlet and USB plug in  

5. Locking braking system 

6. Rechargeable lithium-ion battery 

7. Reverse level 

8. Neutral setting for manual use 

9. Handle on front of cart 

10. Bose weather grade speakers 

11. Aluminum military grade exterior 

12. Collapsible and easy to store 

13. Rain fly and rain fly compartment 

14. Canvas inner waterproof cart material 

15. Completely enclosed battery case 

16. Rugged rubber Michelin tires 

17. 12V 350W motor 

Benefit: 

1. Going over rocks, boulders and uneven trails  

2. Keep important items close and drinks available  

3. Cart assistance engaged only when user’s hands are on the cart to trigger sensors,  

4. Power battery operated devices 

5. When moving backward breaks engage to stop cart in place moving backward on user 

6. Cart travels up to 8 hours on 1 charge 

7. When engaged allows user to move backwards without breaks locking 

8. Push cart without using lithium ion battery 

9. Allows user to lift cart in needing to go over large boulder or a stream 

10. Listen to music or podcast while hiking 

11. Lightweight and durable 

12. Fits in any midsize or larger motor vehicle 

13. If precipitation happens can cover cart so camping items stay dry 

14. Durable and waterproof 

15. Keeps battery from getting wet 

16. Harder to puncture and stays full longer 

17. Depletes the battery at a slower rate 

 

 



 

 

Sherpa Trail Cart Images:  

 



 

 

V. Market Problem 

The current market segment that the Sherpa Trail Cart aimed to penetrate is the world of 

camping. In this market, costs are not as important as the edge the product provides. In the world 

of backpack camping everything is aimed towards being smaller and lighter enabling users to 

carry as many items as they can on their back to maximize the camping experience. The Sherpa 

Trail Cart aims to shatter that stigma that surrounds the backpack camping industry and provides 

users the ability to bring wide array of items within the cart. The camping industry is growing 

larger and larger every year and according to Greta Kaul at MINNPOST.com, park attendance 

was up 36% in April 2020 compared to April 2019. With the growth in campers comes 

innovations and more people to adopt the camping lifestyle. The initial problem with the market 

moving towards something like the Sherpa Trail Cart is the product cost of $1000. That can be a 

steep cost for any family or individuals wanting to camp. Other costumers the Sherpa Trail Cart 

is gearing towards is state parks, outfitters and REI. This way the consumer would not have to 

take on the whole cost of the camping cart but could rent the cart from state parks, outfitters and 

REI. They could rent for $30-50 per use and pay off within 20 uses. All three of these 

organizations already rent push carts, canoes, kayaks and tents. 

Other products that are basic pull or push carts that are not electronically operated. They would 

still be used in the market and will not go away due to their price and the ability to challenge 

oneself while trekking gear to the campsite. The Sherpa Trail Cart offers a wide array of benefits 

compared to the competitors including not receiving strain from pushing a cart, extra energy 

when getting to the campsite, ability to power electronic devices while at the campsite, 

electronically assistance to hike instead of push, and ability to go through rocky and uneven 

trails. The competitors are keeping costs incredibly low at $100-$400 per cart compared $1000 

per cart. The Sherpa Trail Cart cannot compare in costs but it makes for a more relaxing and 

luxurious experience. The Sherpa Trail Cart provided the user with all the pleasure of hiking 

without all the misery of hauling equipment.  

The camping world makes up 40 million Americans. The current market the Sherpa Trail Cart is 

targeting is the 10 million backpack campers. Within the 10 million backpack campers, families 

are where the Sherpa Trail Cart is focusing on. Through extensive research it was not concluded 

the number of families that reside within the 10 million backpack campers. Since it was not 

conclusive, I would like to target 10,000 of the 10 million backpack campers which would 

represent $10 million in revenue. Pervious non-backpack campers will adopt to the Sherpa Trail 

cart concept as well but the primary consumer focus will still be on backpack camping families.  

By using the Sherpa Trail Cart, consumers will provide themselves and their loved ones with a 

more convenient camping experience. The reason the focus needs to initially remain on the 

families that are backpack camping is due to their awareness of the trials and tribulations of their 

current backpack camping and they would recognize the benefits immediately. To see initial 

customer reactions Sherpa Trail Cart will setup rentals at state and national parks for users test 

out. Once these groups return, we will conduct a survey on their experiences. 

 



 

 

Feature Comparison Table: 

 

Feature: Sherpa Trail Cart - 

Price: $1000 
Feature: Woods Outdoor Collapsible 

Utility King Wagon - Price: $129 

Can carry 300 pounds Can carry loads up to 225 pounds 

Yamaha front and rear shock absorbers Weather-resistant, durable fabric 

Tray/cup holders Oversized blow molded wheels with rubber 
insert for rough terrain and the beach 

Hand sensors on cart handle Tested for extreme durability in the Canadian 
outdoors 

Outlet and USB plug in Folds into a compact size and comes with a 
travel bag for easy storage 

Locking braking system Rust-resistant steel frame for long durability 

Rechargeable lithium-ion battery  

Reverse level  

Neutral setting for manual use  

Handle on front of cart  

Collapsible and easy to store  

Rain fly and rain fly compartment  

Canvas inner waterproof cart material  

Completely enclosed battery case  

8 inch rugged rubber Michelin tires  

Bose weather grade speakers  

Aluminum military grade exterior  

12V 350W Motor  

 

The above table displays a comparison between the Sherpa Trail Cart and the Woods Outdoor 

Collapsible Utility King Wagon. All of the additional features that the Sherpa Trail Cart offers 

are to enhance to consumer experience. Several of these features are due to making the cart 

electric and making the cart safe due to being electric. It is almost like comparing apples to 

oranges or a bicycle to a motorcycle. The Sherpa Trail Cart adds an extra layer of mobility and 

helps the user get to the destination in style but also without feeling exhausted or defeated. These 

features also allow the user to bring more and better food camping. No more boil in a bag meal 

while camping. In addition, with having a rain fly compartment with a rain fly the user can put 

their valuables in the compartment while it is raining, and the rain fly will keep the cart dry 

externally and internally.  

 

 

 



 

 

VI. Business Model Problem 

The main targeted consumers for the Sherpa Trail Cart are Families. The reason that families are 

the initial target consumer is due to family’s willingness to spend more money to enhance their 

loved one’s experience. Additionally, families will pay a little bit more on an item to make the 

experience easier for themselves. In most backpacking situations with little ones, the parent(s) 

has to carry most of the gear and on top of that take care of the kids. Once they get to the 

campsite, when they are at their whit’s end, they have to setup the site. Sherpa Trail Cart will get 

families excited about this product by doing demo days at REI, state parks, and outfitters. This 

demo will include displaying special features of the cart such as displaying the plug ins which 

could be used for kids to power up their electric devices. This will allow families to use the 

product and put items in the cart to see how much product can fit in the cart so they can visualize 

that the cart could fit all their camping items. At the state parks the Sherpa Trail Cart will 

provide a sample base cart for free for a night to receive consumer feedback. By leaving these at 

the front of REI for consumers to try Sherpa Trail Cart will start generating purchases. The core 

target will want the Sherpa Trail Cart because they will instantly see the features and will be able 

to envision the benefits that would stem from that. People that are going to REI are outdoors 

people and will be able to start understanding the benefits that this will bring while shopping 

with the family.  

The Over Benefit: The overt benefit the Sherpa Trail Cart provides is making a more 

backpacking experience.  

The Reason to Believe: The reason to believe is the electric motor, the lithium-ion battery, the 

rugged Michelin tires and hand sensors. 

Dramatic Difference: The dramatic difference is the ability to go further down trail to camp 

than ever before to any campsite. The consumer is no longer limited to camp close because they 

are too tired to go further down trail. 

Adoption Hurdles: The consumers typically use backpacks and carry gear in their hands. 

Nothing like this has been created so users will be skeptical of trying something new especially 

since there will be a hefty price tag associate with the product. Camping to some might be about 

the ultimate work out and users will get that with traditional backpacking methods. 

Social Sufficiency: Consumers will be able to buy the product at REI, which they will be able to 

test out first since it will be at the front of the store. Consumers will also be able to purchase the 

product as well on amazon.com. 

 

Alternative products must be purchased online and not in stores. My transactional model will be 

available online, but the consumer will have the opportunity to test the product in store. 

Consumers need to feel the difference and see how this will by applicable for their camping 

adventures. I will be competing against my competitors by providing users a test run in stores 

and at camp sites to show them the benefits of the product. In return, they will be able to see 



 

 

adventures that they previously never thought possible. The consumers mind will open up and 

they will no longer think about limiting their camping experience with camp sites that are close, 

now they will be able to go wherever they want. With people that are physically limited they will 

be able to backpack camp for the first time. They too will be able to enjoy the wonders of the 

beautiful outdoors. The consumer will need to simply walk, or hike and the cart will do the rest 

of the heavy lifting. 

The breakeven point in selling the Sherpa Trail Cart is 1000 carts or once $1,000,000 in revenue 

is made. Since the carts are selling for $1000 and the PBO on each cart is $400 per cart and the 

investment request is for $400,000, the breakeven point would be $400,000 which would be at 

the point revenue matches investment. The revenue goal will take a considerable amount of time 

because the product launch on the Sherpa Trail Cart will not be for 18 months minimum. The 

intricacy of the Sherpa Trail Cart and the need to succeed right away influences the length of 

time it will take to go to the market. The reason the Sherpa Trail Cart needs to succeed right 

away is that this is a new product that does not exist in this market and if this company is going 

to succeed without selling out to a Coleman, the Sherpa Trail Cart needs to enter the market with 

a bang. This needs to be the “It” product and perfected prior to another larger company 

mimicking and selling the product for cheaper. The cart will only come in one size and the cost 

to make the Sherpa Trail Cart will be $600 due to the amount of components that go into the 

product. This item will need to perform flawlessly once it is pitched to REI and state parks to 

rent. Getting a contract with either of these two groups would be ideal because they would be 

able to rent the item to consumers and it would be paid off in no time for them. This would lead 

into repeat purchases for REI and state parks, where families will buy one and it will last several 

years so they will not have to purchase another Sherpa Trail Cart for at least 5 years. 

 

VII. Operations/Commercialization Problem: 

 

Going from the concept stage where Sherpa Trail Cart currently resided in to the marketplace 

will take a lot of time. After digging further into the product and the requirements it has been 

concluded that it will take 18 months minimum to get the Sherpa Trail Cart to the marketplace. 

Since the product rendering already has been created and files of a 3D CAD design have been 

created as well, the next step is to have the 3D rendering created. After the product has been 

created the procurement process begins. Once all the items are added to the cart, the building of 

the physical prototype will commence. To have all these steps completed this needs to be 

contracted out. Contacting someone to piece the design together will be vital. Once the prototype 

has been completed the next step will be to test the prototype. Multiple tests need to be 

conducted with the cart to ensure consumer satisfaction. These tests will reside with current 

backpack camping families. We will gather their testimonials for feedback to see if any feature 

needs to be added or removed from the cart. Next, a relationship with an overseas manufacturing 

company will need to be formed in hopes of securing a manufacturer. By manufacturing the 

Sherpa Trail Cart overseas we will be able to cut down on costs and hopefully be able to 



 

 

maximize profitability. The current design needs to be more refined especially in the wheel 

portion. The tires themselves need to be wider and more rugged. Extensive research needs to be 

conducted on companies that can build this prototype within the next 6 months. At that time 

testing can be done extensively in the outdoor areas. Product testing will be done close to home 

due to the large state park system that resides in Minnesota. The cost to have the physical 

prototype completed with all of the components desired will be costly but funds have already 

been gathered to have this completed. 

 

VIII. Resource Problem: 

 

The current resource that has been obtained to get the project off the ground is the visually 

rendering of the product and the CAD 3D rendering files that were completed by Solidworks. 

There are still questions on exactly what type of lithium battery is needed for this operation. The 

exact costs of all the components that go into the Sherpa Trail Cart. Who to consult with to 

physically build the prototype? How long it will take to complete the contracted prototype? How 

much they charge to complete the project? After the project is completed and the product has 

been extensively tested, what company should be partnered with overseas? How much does it 

cost to rent out warehouse space? Who can test the product effectively and efficiently?  

Moving forward strategically, the focus needs to be placed onto finding an individual that can 

complete the prototype of the product. From there individuals need to be assigned to help with 

the testing process. These individuals that will be conducting the testing need to put the Sherpa 

Trail Cart through the ringer. They need to make sure the Sherpa Trail Cart is durable and can 

withstand a beating. These testers will provide testimonials which will be used to make 

improvements on the cart. From this, the cart will be modified from the changes that were 

devised by the research team. From there multiple prototypes will need to be created to complete 

consumer research. At this point in time a request from investors will need to be made to acquire 

$10,000 to complete multiple carts for consumers to test in state parks. Once more feedback is 

received from consumers minute change will need to be conducted to make sure the product is 

ready to hit the market. Then a $400,000 investment request will be needed. The $400,000 will 

go towards securing a factory, securing works and securing distributions. These issues are on the 

horizon because currently no discussions have been made with distributers or no discussions 

have been made in securing a warehouse to build the product. The product has a long way to go 

but the process is moving forward. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

IX. Recommendation: 

 

This project is a GO! The first thing that needs to be completed is start creating an actual real life 

prototype of the Sherpa Trail Cart. That means all of the components from the visual rendering 

need to be assembled together to create a real life Sherpa Trail Cart. To accomplish that, 

research, assistance, or a push in the right direction to find out who can complete this is needed. 

Finding an engineer that understands the concept and is willing to work to have this built is key. 

This will cost money, but enough capital has already been collected to have this completed as 

long as the correct engineer is found. From there extensive testing needs to be completed on the 

product. Contacting others to test the product is another spot where help is needed as well. These 

testers should have families and should be campers that could take the cart to see the full 

potential of the product. The reason that families would be best to work with is due to families 

being my main architype. Testimonials would be gathered from these testers and provided to 

camping outfitters, state park systems and REI. These positive testimonials would show them the 

benefits of purchasing the Sherpa Trail Carts and how they could expand their customer base by 

renting these carts to campers. The completion of many prototypes would be required at this 

stage and the Sherpa Trail Cart would need investors to help accomplish this. To have several 

prototypes of the Sherpa Trail Cart built $10,000 would need to be obtained to move the needle. 

After this research is completed and the Sherpa trail cart is perfected then it would be time to hit 

the consumer market. In order to hit the consumer market an additional $390,000 is required to 

create at least 1,000 carts to handle the potential demand in orders. Like previously stated, the 

process in creating the first real life Sherpa Trail Cart to hitting the market will take 18 months. 

This does sound like a long time but for the Sherpa Trail Cart to be a success in the market all 

the bugs need to be worked out and a quality product needs to be produced. Rushing to market 

will result in creating a sloppy product. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

X. Concept Portfolio: 



 

 

Sherpa Trail Cart Pictures Continued:

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

Personas #2: 

Rebecca (She/Her/Hers) 

Personal Background: 

Rebecca is a career professional in her early forties. She is active but has a bad back. Rebecca has a wife 

June, three children and a cat named moon. Rebecca loves to go on trips with the family, especially 

camping trips. However, because of Rebecca’s back issues her camping trips have been limited to car 

camping more recently. Rebecca and June are huge gearheads and are always looking for the next big 

thing when it comes to camping gear.  

Career Background: 

Rebecca is a paralegal assisting multiple attorneys. Rebecca is constantly busy at work and cherishes her 

time away from the office.  

Lifestyle: 

Rebecca and her family love the outdoors. Whether its gardening in the yard or going for a walk, 

Rebecca and her family always try to be outdoors. Rebecca and her family also love to car camp because 

they can disconnect from the real world for a least a little while. Before the kids, Rebecca and June went 

on backpacking trips frequently. They loved backpacking and exploring new places. Rebecca especially 

loved being in nature completely away from the noise of the city. 

Personal Care and Pain Point: 

After the kids were born, Rebecca developed a bad back. This is a huge strain for Rebecca and June 

because they always wanted to go on a backpacking trip with the whole family. Rebecca just does not 

think she can carry all the gear on her back like she used to. Thus, the family has been sticking to car 

camping since. 

Where does she go for information: 

Rebecca discovers most of her camping information through online sources and social media.  

Rebecca’s Favorite Gearhead Websites: 

 Backcountry.com 

 REI.com  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Persona: 

Customer: REI/State Parks 

 

Personal Background: REI 

Recreational Equipment, Inc. (REI) is a local outdoor COOP, which has gone national wide to 

help people enjoy the life outdoors. They are a retailor of outdoor products and they have 165 

locations nationwide. Their goal is to procure quality nationwide outdoors products and make 

available to the local consumer. Today they have 19 million lifetime members and 13,000 

employees. 

Personal Care: 

REI cares about providing their customers with a great experience. They care about repeat sales 

and growing their member base. They provide quality clothing, gear and equipment rentals. 

REI’s passion is for the outdoors and they want to share that love with others that care about the 

outdoors.  

Personal Background: State Parks 

The United States consists of over 10,000 state parks, which consists of 14 million acres of land. 

State parks offer camping, hiking, canoeing, snowshoeing, wildlife spectating, etc…. The sole 

purpose of the State Parks are to get people outside to enjoy outdoor activity and boost states 

tourism. All 50 states within the United States have at least a single state park. 

Personal Care: 

State parks care about preserving the outdoors and the people that utilize the parks. In 2007, 

there were 730 million day and overnight visits to state parks in the United States. State park 

usage has been steady over time and has increased over the last couple of years.  

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

Six C’s Model: 

 

1. Circumstance: The consumer circumstance is being able to bring more gear, food and 

firewood. They care about getting to their campsite and not being tired. They would like 

to have a more comfortable hiking experience while bringing their gear to the site. They 

would like their kids and loved ones to enjoy their camping experience as well. The right 

circumstance for the Sherpa Trail Cart is when camping and when going to a site that is 

further down trail from the trailhead. The Sherpa Trail Cart is best used when you want to 

bring more items to the campsite. 

2. Context: Not bringing enough gear is a big issue for the consumer. Another issue is 

feeling relaxed and upbeat once arriving to the campsite. Lastly, not being able to bring 

enough food, water and firewood is an issue as well to backpack camping families. 

3. Constraints: The Sherpa Trail cart isn’t for car camping or for camping that is done right 

next to where you park your car. The cost of the Sherpa Trail Cart is a constraint as well 

due to the price being $1000. 

4. Compensating Behaviors: Consumers are looking to advance their camping experience. 

The Sherpa Trail Cart will give the consumers the competitive edge for camping 

adventure. Convenience is very important to consumers in the camping world. The ability 

to give families more of the luxuries from home on their camping experience is a win for 

the consumer. The electric camping cart solution hasn’t been created in the market yet so 

the only compensating product would be a manual pull or push cart.  

5. Criteria: The Sherpa Trail Cart is functional and will be able to get 8 hours of use out of 

one charge for the consumer. It will be able to go over rocks, boulder and logs that are on 

the trail. The Sherpa Trail Cart will be able to carry 300 lbs. of gear, food and fire wood 

for the consumer. The consumer will look pretty cool by friends and family because they 

will be able to provide friends and family with a better and more fun camping experience. 

By purchasing, the Sherpa Trail cart will be perceived as cooler by their friends. 

6. Consequence: The consumer has an expectation to provide happiness to their families 

through camping. They want to show how much fun camping can be with their families. 

The target consumer wants to elevate their own camping experience and be more 

comfortable getting to the campsite and leaving the campsite.  

 



Consumer Experience Map

Louis Schwartz
Ability to bring anything you need to make your Backpack camping experince more comfortable

I don't have to worry about completely 
roughing it anymore. The Sherpa Trail 
Cart is a breeze and fits in my Honda 

Civic perfectly.

Consumer Feelings
I could always rents a push cart but this is 

still a heavy proces pushing all of these 
items. The campsites usually run out of 

these push carts anyways.

If only I had something that could carry 
all of my and my families gear and it 

wold be easy to maneuver

If the battery wears down and I am stuck 
on the trail I would prefer just to carry the 

gear instead. Oh wait you can use it 
manually as well!!!!

I am so excited to use the Sherpa Trail 
Cart. It's going to be a longer camping 

weekend and I finally want to enjoy my 
experience.

I finally can stop walking back and forth 
to the trailhead and spend more precious 
time with my family. Now that I have the 

Sherpa Trail Cart I can bring games to 
play outside too.

Glad I can enjoy sitting back and relaxing 
when I get to the site. I can pay attention 

to what matter most. My family.

Consumer Thinking
It's alwasys better getting to the campsite 
with more gear and more food but I have 
only two hand and not enough room to 

pack

I can't imagine not bringing enough wood to 
be able to cook my food or stay warm at night. 

Its not like I could make a quick walk to the 
trailhead its 3 miles away and its dark

I wonder if these electric camping carts 
are worth a try? It would be nice to be 

able to pack more itesm while camping it 
also has speaker which will keep the kids 

entertain while walking.

It would be nice to bring more toys for 
the kids and possible bring an air 
mattress. I am no spring chicken 

anymore. I can actually bring more food.

I finally was able to bring my special 
pancake mix and steak. I can finally eat 

normal food but camping.

Enjoy

Consumer Actions
Wants to book a campsite this weekend, 
how am I going to pack down everything 

so we can get to the campsite without 
feeling tired?

I read online if I don't cook my food 
thourougly I could get food poisoning or 

my familiy could get food poisoning

If I run out of wood and I want to make 
breakfast I will have to go all the way 

back to the trail head and back which is 
exhausting

I'm tired of feeling exhausted after I get 
to the campsite. I feel like I wasted a 

whole night and I am so exhausted the 
next morning.

Holy smokes, the Sherpa Trail Cart is 
incredible. I can bring everything I want 

and more camping. We actually have 
extra wood so we can now tell ghost 

stories by the fire

We camp everyother weekend and we go 
with other families as well. I am able to 
show my kids how much fun the great 

outdoors acutally are.

Jouney Realized Need Inform Learn Decide Use

Product Name:
Product Owner

Value Proposition

Consumer: Geoff
Enjoys camping with his familiy on the 

weekends and is sick of carrying all his and 
his kids gear

Sherpa Trail Cart 



Sherpa Trail Cart 
“Worlds first electric trail cart that creates a more comfortable 

camping experience.”
Louis Schwartz

APEC 3551 Fall 2020



Backpack Camping Today

• Backpack camping limits camp goers to 

gear that can be carried

• Exhausted once you get to campsite

• Make several trips to trail head for 

wood



Backpack Camping Moving Forward

• 5’ L x 2.5’ W x 3’ H aluminum framed cart
• Electric assist that guides cart while hiking

• Rechargeable lithium ion battery that lasts 8 hours 

per charge (Lasts 5 years)

• Cart carries up to 300 lbs. 

• Ability to bring extra food, gear and firewood



Functionality of  The Sherpa Trail Cart

• Put Sherpa trail cart in upright position

• Insert key and turn key position to 

engage indicator

• Start Hiking

• Shock absorbers included to maneuver over 

uneven surface

• Lightweight high efficiency motor

• Locking breaks



Product Creation & Selling

• Test how far an average consumer can go with 

Sherpa Trail Cart

• Test how the amount of  weight effects the battery 

life

• Our core consumer Geoff  wants us to make sure 

when releasing hand from handle the cart stops 

moving

• 10 Million backpack campers nationally, we will 

target 66 state parks in Minnesota and 3 REI’s



Next Steps

• The Sherpa Trail Cart is a GO!

• There’s a lot of  upside to the camping market

• We need $400,000 to move forward

• Prototype Creation: Funds already collected

• Testing: $10,000

• Manufacturing, Warehousing, Engineering, Laborers: $390,000

• Getting to $1,000,000

• Sherpa Cart MSRP $1,000 

• Cost to Make $600

• PBO $400 Per Cart

• Need to Sell 1000 (83 per month)



Q & A

• Are the tires run flat safe or do they risk puncturing - and how easy are they 

to change?

• If  the battery runs out, can you disengage the motor (like being in neutral) 

so that it can be pushed without motor assist?

• What is the dimensions of  the cart -- is there such a thing as a standard trail 

width -- I worry that it takes up too much space and won't fit on a narrow 

path?




